
OnenessTalks with Andreas Müller in Delgada/Portugal

The villa is located on the country side and in the centre of Portugal, in the quiet and green rural 
area of the Silver Coast (Costa da Prata) with its spectacular coastline. With distance of 80 km north
from Lisbon, 20 minutes drive from the coast and 10 min from the historic fortified medieval 
village of Obidos and its castle, it’s easy to reach. This area called “Oeste” is known for its 
friendliness, calmness and natural beauty. Many delicious wines are created here for over more than
1000 years ! There is plenty of space outside the house with trees and beautiful views to hold the 
meetings with Andreas.

The address is Rua Condessa Maria Delgada 75, Delgada, Portugal

GPS coordinates : 39.311234, -9.160946 The easiest way is by car and it takes 40 minutes to get 
there from Lisbon. If you drive from the airport of Lisbon, take the A8 “Oeste” direction of Leiria 
and then take the N8. Google direction doing a good job describing this route and you can use the 
gps specification for it.

Travelling by public transportation means using bus and taxi, it takes a little more time and effort 
and takes usually 1.5 hours to arrive. Please bear in mind that there is no bus that drives directly to 
the house. Detailed description and the bus timetable will be provided when needed. 

Accommodation:

There are plenty of accommodations in the area and along the coast which can vary in price 
between very affordable to expensive. There are different options which can be found easily on 
Booking.com. 
Summer time is busy time, you may need to book ahead. Here is some orientation and towns/places 
where you can stay.

Arriving by car: 
– Bombarral and Obidos are the closest one to stay, 10 minutes drive. The small town of 

Bombarral is less touristic and cheaper in terms of food and hotels. In Obidos you can stay 
inside the fortified village itself and also in the Castle, the luxuries Posada of Obidos. In 
summer time it can get pretty touristic at day time.

– Along the coast line, Peniche/Baleal , Foz do Arhelo (area of the lagoon), both are 20 
minutes drive and provides enough places to stay. - Caldas da Rainha, a lovely little town 
with beautiful park, restaurants and cafes and a local fruit market.

If you do not arrive with a car, staying in Bombaral or Obidos would be ideal so you can take a 8 
minutes taxi from there to the venue.


